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There isn’t a clear meaning of the symbolism of
the Russian flag but the most popular

interpretation is that white stands for the
nobility and frankness of the Russian people,
blue stands for their faithfulness and honesty,

and red stands for their courage and love. 
 

Russian Flag

Color your own Russian Flag below!



Watch
Matroyshka Dolls

What is one of your favorite toys?

Are there any toys in your country that symbolize where you
come from? 

 
Have you ever felt layers of emotions before? Which emotions
were you feeling at the same time?

Can you think of a time when you thought you knew someone
based on how they looked on the outside? What happened when
you got to know them on a deeper level, such as their feelings and
experiences?



Cook
Syrniki

Would you prefer to eat syrinki for
breakfast or dessert? Record your
thoughts about this dish.

Piroshki

Did you like this dish? Why
or why not?



Create

Paper cup Matroyshka Dolls

Did you like making Matroyshka Dolls?
Describe what your dolls look like. 

Play
Tetris

How did you feel about this 
Tetris challenge? Write or draw
your thoughts. 



Meditate

ALexei understands his feelings

Write or draw a time when you felt nervous like
Alexei. What new things did you learn from Alexei
that you can do next time you feel nervous?

Saratov - A city in southeastern
Russia along the Volga River.
Blini - Very thin pancakes or
crepes filled with savory or sweet
things. 

New words you might hear:



Russian PronunciationEnglish 

Learn 5 phrases in russian

Привет

Как дела 

Приятно
познакомиться 

Добро 
пожаловать

Друг

Circle your favorite phrase
you learned and see how
many times you can use it

this week!

Preevyét

Kak dela

Priyatno
poznakomit'sya

Dobro
 pozhalovat

Droog

Hello

How are you?

Welcome

Friend

Nice to
meet you



read
This book list will help you explore Russia's culture through picture books. Read the
summaries with your kids to help you decide which books to read. Find the books
below at your public library or online.

Journal entries can be adapted to a younger age by having the child draw or
explain their answer to an adult.

 
Baba Yaga: A Russian Folktale
Retold by Margaret Yatsevitch Phinney

Has being kind ever helped you in a
situation when someone was not kind to
you? Describe how you felt and what you
learned. 



Babushka Baba Yaga
Author: Patricia Polacco

Write about a time you misjudged
someone who was different from you.
What did you learn from the
experience?



The Keeping Quilt
Author: Patricia Polacco

Do you have something that once
belonged to someone else? Who is it
from? Why is it special to you? 

 



This is How We Do It
Author: Matt Lamonthe

Write about yourself in each of the
categories from the book. Who do you
live with? What do you wear for
school? What do you eat for breakfast?
How do you get to school? What do
you eat for lunch? How do you play?
How do you help? How and what do
you eat for dinner? 



The Noisy Paintbox: The Colors and
Sounds of Kandinsky’s Abstract Art
Author: Barb Rosenstock

People in Kandinsky’s life didn’t seem able
to understand how he viewed the world in
color and sounds. Why do you think it is
good to learn about how someone else
sees the world? Write or draw about a time
when someone asked how you viewed
something and how it made you feel. 


